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===================================== Shortcuts Manager is an ActiveX object that can be implemented into
software projects by developers who want to facilitate shortcut management features to end users. The library provides options
for organizing the items from the Start Menu, Send To.. menu, Quick Launch bar, and other areas. It has an error handling
module, too. In addition to the source code, the downloaded package includes a demo that shows what you can do with the
ActiveX library. This demo is wrapped in a plain and simple interface, made from just one window that displays all options in
plain sight. It autodetects all supported shortcuts at startup, putting them in a list. Next to the program name are the shortcut
description, executable path, arguments (if any), shortcut root and path, along with the time when it was last accessed. As far as
actions are concerned, it's possible to refresh the list, delete the selected shortcuts, and choose the deletion method between
sending the shortcut to the recycle bin and permanently removing it from the hard disk. You should keep in mind that the
ActiveX library is not free to use, and the unregistered version doesn't provide the source code but only the demo.
Unfortunately, this library is old and discontinued, so it will not receive any further updates and it also cannot be purchased
anymore. Shortcuts Manager Requirements: ===================================== Windows API C/C++ and
ActiveX and COM Objects. Java and ActiveX and COM Objects. Free for non-commercial use, requires registration to use full
features and it must not be distributed for free. The supplied source code comes in a UNPRODUCED (no-license) form, since
it is still kept in a prototype stage. Licenses used for this product are the latest versions of the GPL, the LGPL, the BSD license,
the Creative Commons Common Share, the Eclipse Public License, the GNU General Public License and the GNU Lesser
Public License. Contact: ===================================== email: customerservice@sycipac.com web: Volf's
ICM File and Folder Manager ICMFile and Folder Manager has been developed to be the simplest, fastest, extensible and
reliable folder and file manager for ICM2. It does not have an extensive feature-set by comparison with other similar file
managers, but it has all the features anyone needs to manage files and folders efficiently. A
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4.7.8 The ShortcutsManager is a project that allows you to organise the shortcuts you have on your computer. At run time, it
arranges your shortcuts into different categories, like the shortcuts you have installed on your computer, the shortcuts you have
located on your desktop, the shortcuts you have on your My Bookmarks or the ones you have saved on the recycle bin. With the
help of the library, you can browse, edit, copy and delete the shortcuts in the form of a tree. Shortcuts Manager provides an
elegant and straightforward interface, using a nice tree view, which was designed to simplify the task of managing the shortcuts.
Supporting the creation of shortcuts for any application on the system. The library allows you to easily browse through the
shortcuts, which are arranged in different categories. The application also allows you to copy, edit, delete and group your
shortcuts. SmartMouse - a smart mouse for XP SmartMouse brings the full power of a mouse computer to your palm.
SmartMouse is based on: Very high resolution touch pad (64 x 32 pixels, 240 Dpi). High performance optical sensor. 5200
clicks per minute, with an accuracy of 5 microns. High frequency microprocessor for touch input processing. 10-second battery
life. Extremely low noise and high sensitivity. Compatible with all major keyboard & mouse brands. SmartMouse is compatible
with any operating system including Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8/8.1, 10. No drivers required. Bluetooth connection is optional.
SmartMouse requires a free separately received software on the internet called Mobile Mouse Tool. This software works as an
interface between SmartMouse and your computer. Shortcuts Manager Description: 4.9.2 The ShortcutsManager is a project
that allows you to organise the shortcuts you have on your computer. At run time, it arranges your shortcuts into different
categories, like the shortcuts you have installed on your computer, the shortcuts you have located on your desktop, the shortcuts
you have on your My Bookmarks or the ones you have saved on the recycle bin. With the help of the library, you can browse,
edit, copy and delete the shortcuts in the form of a tree. Supporting the creation of shortcuts for any application on the system.
The library allows you to easily browse through the shortcuts, which are arranged in different categories. The application also
allows you to copy, 6a5afdab4c
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Allows an application to access all shortcuts and items in the start menu, send to and quick launch bar. Full Description Shortcut
Manager is an ActiveX object that can be implemented into software projects by developers who want to facilitate shortcut
management features to end users. The library provides options for organizing the items from the Start Menu, Send To.. menu,
Quick Launch bar, and other areas. It has an error handling module, too. In addition to the source code, the downloaded package
includes a demo that shows what you can do with the ActiveX library. This demo is wrapped in a plain and simple interface,
made from just one window that displays all options in plain sight. It autodetects all supported shortcuts at startup, putting them
in a list. Next to the program name are the shortcut description, executable path, arguments (if any), shortcut root and path,
along with the time when it was last accessed. As far as actions are concerned, it's possible to refresh the list, delete the selected
shortcuts, and choose the deletion method between sending the shortcut to the recycle bin and permanently removing it from the
hard disk. You should keep in mind that the ActiveX library is not free to use, and the unregistered version doesn't provide the
source code but only the demo. Unfortunately, this library is old and discontinued, so it will not receive any further updates and
it also cannot be purchased anymore. Current Version Shortcut Manager 1.2.2 Description Allows an application to access all
shortcuts and items in the start menu, send to and quick launch bar. Shortcut Manager is an ActiveX object that can be
implemented into software projects by developers who want to facilitate shortcut management features to end users. The library
provides options for organizing the items from the Start Menu, Send To.. menu, Quick Launch bar, and other areas. It has an
error handling module, too. In addition to the source code, the downloaded package includes a demo that shows what you can do
with the ActiveX library. This demo is wrapped in a plain and simple interface, made from just one window that displays all
options in plain sight. It autodetects all supported shortcuts at startup, putting them in a list. Next to the program name are the
shortcut description, executable path, arguments (if any), shortcut root and path, along with the time when it was last accessed.
As far as actions are concerned, it's possible to refresh

What's New in the Shortcuts Manager?

✓ Organizes the shortcuts in the Start Menu, Send to, Quick Launch bar and other areas. ✓ The Shortcut List box shows
programs, folders, files and network locations. Shortcuts can be deleted and the prompt to delete them is displayed in a dialog if
necessary. ✓ Submenu options include Refresh (refresh the list), Delete selected shortcuts, and Delete shortcuts. ✓ The delete
method can be sent to the recycle bin or to the real hard disk ✓ The program can detect all supported shortcuts and
automatically create a shortcut list when it starts. Shortcuts Manager Works With: ✓ Microsoft Windows 9x/Me/NT ✓ OS/2 ✓
Windows 2000 ✓ Windows XP ✓ Windows 2003 ✓ Windows Vista ✓ Windows 7 ✓ Windows 2008 ✓ Windows 10 ✓ Mac OS
X ✓ Linux ✓ Android ✓ iPad ✓ iPhone ✓ Kindle ✓ PSP ✓ NDS ✓ PS3 Features: ✓ Interactive gui that can be modified with
shortcuts and their values ✓ auto restart menu option ✓ auto refresh menu option ✓ auto detect all supported shortcuts ✓ auto
delete shortcut when prompt to delete menu shortcut ✓ set refresh menu option ✓ detect all shortcuts ✓ delete menu shortcuts
✓ prompt for delete shortcuts ✓ prompt for menu shortcuts ✓ prompt delete shortcut ✓ prompt delete shortcut ✓ prompt menu
shortcut ✓ prompt menu shortcut ✓ send to delete shortcut ✓ send to menu shortcut ✓ send to recycle bin ✓ delete shortcut ✓
delete menu shortcut ✓ shortcut delete with prompt ✓ shortcut delete with confirmation ✓ always delete the shortcuts with
hidden files ✓ delete icon shortcut ✓ auto delete icon shortcut ✓ delete shortcut with prompt for confirmation ✓ delete shortcut
with confirmation ✓ delete shortcut with confirmation prompt ✓ delete menu shortcut with prompt for confirmation ✓ delete
menu shortcut with confirmation prompt ✓ delete shortcut with prompt for confirmation and prompt delete shortcut ✓ delete
menu shortcut with prompt for confirmation and prompt delete menu shortcut ✓ delete menu shortcut without prompt ✓ delete
menu shortcut without prompt ✓ delete shortcut without prompt for confirmation ✓ delete menu shortcut without prompt for
confirmation ✓ delete menu shortcut without prompt for confirmation
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System Requirements:

Compatibility: Windows 10 (64-bit only), Windows 8.1, Windows 7 (SP1 and above), Windows Vista (SP2 and above)
Operating system: x64 only Processor: Pentium 4 or above Memory: 256 MB RAM recommended, 512 MB is better Hard disk
space: 8 MB Graphics: Intel GMA 950 Radeon HD 2600 or better, ATI Radeon X800 CD-ROM drive: CD-ROM drive
required 16-bit sound card: C
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